TRAINING PLAN
Week 42-45
October 18th November 14th
2021
Fall training part 3
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Beloved
double
poling
machine
Now it is time for the last
really tough period before the
winter. It is quite a bit of
training and there are lots of
high intensity workouts. And
the weather can be harsh
during the fall. These weeks
could be mentally challenging.
Therefore, the training period
after this one will be somewhat easier.
The second week we will do the last 5000 m time trial of the season. That will also be the
”Adeptmästerskap” (Wickström Coaching championship) for that discipline.
The week with a theme will focus on training on a double poling machine. Also, switch
rollerski workouts to DP machine (or ski walking) if the roads are slippery and you simply can’t
stand the weather. No shame for that.
The challenge of the training period: Do 20 lunges (10 on each leg) and 20 push-ups (on your
feet or on your knees) after every workout.
Good luck with you training! /Erik and Erik
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VASALOPPET/ÖPPET SPÅR (4-8 hours of training per week)

Week 42
Hours/
October 18-24 week
2021
6,5

Running

Rollerskiing

Strength

30

75

45

Intenity

Workout

60-80
percent

STANDARD RUNNING
Easy running in the forest. Paths, gravelroads etc. Try to keep the cadence around 170-175. It is
okay if the heart goes up a little bit in the uphills.

85-95
percent

5 BY 5
- 15 min warm-up
- 8 times 5 min in mixed terrain. 2 min rest in-between each interval. Use all gears in classic
technique.
- 5 min cool-down
The aim of this workout is to ski fast on rollerskis and to keep a fairly high heart rate for totally 40
min (8*5). Don't forget to keep high intensity also when it is flat, not only in the uphills.

THE TRICEPS WORKOUT
5-10 minutes warm-up, such as easy running, rowing machine, DP machine or skipping rope.
2 min rest in-between each set and exercise. The aim is to give triceps a ride. It is a small
muscles and it is useful in skiing, even though you want to use you core muscles as much as
Not
possible while double poling.
applicable - 3*15 reps bardips (or on a bench)
- 3*30 reps dumbbell double poling
- 3*30 reps triceps press
- 3*30 reps dumbbell press.

Stakmaskin

60

75-95
percent

THE VASALOPPET HOUR
This a miniature version of Vasaloppet.
- 10 min warm-up at resistance 1
- 5 min hard a resistance 4-6 (the first flat kilometer)
- 10 min hard at resistance 10 (the first long hill)
- 20 min medium pace at resistance 4-6 (fram the top of the first hill to near the finish)
- 10 min hard at resistance 4-6 (the final long sprint)
- 5 min cool-down at resistance 1

Rollerskiing

180

60-75
percent

EASY CLASSIC
Easy classic skiing. Don't just double pole. Use striding and double pole kick as well.
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VASALOPPET/ÖPPET SPÅR (4-8 hours of training per week)

Week 43
October 25-31

Hours/
week
6,5

Intenity

Workout

Rollerskiing

90

70-85
percent

THE HALF SPRINT WORKOUT
Easy skiing except from every 10 min when you add a 30 second sprint in a flat section. It should
be fast, but well below maximum effort. See the the workout as a way to practice technique in
high speed wihtout getting exhausted.

85-95
procent

TIME TRIAL 5000 METERS
- 10 min warm-up on resistance 4
- 5000 m as fast as possible. It is a mentally challenging workout. Remember you don't have to
PR every time. Use resistance 4, 5, 6, 7 or 8. It might be faster with 10, but your muscles on your
upperbody could get fattigued before your heart rate stops you with too high resistance.
- 20 min cool-down on resistance 1

Double poling
machine

Strength

60

60

THE PAIRS
5-10 minutes warm-up, such as easy running, rowing machine, DP machine or skipping rope.
The aim of this workout is to lift heavy weights combined with easier.
- Pair 1, 3 laps with 30-60 s rest in-between the sets exercises
>>> 5 reps bench press
>>> 20 reps standing toe raises
- Pair 2, 3 laps with 30-60 s rest in-between the sets exercises
>>> 5 reps dead lift
Not
>>> 20 reps straight sit-ups
applicable - Pair 3, 3 laps with 30-60 s rest in-between the sets exercises
>>> 5 reps dips med weights
>>> 20 reps sit-ups with rotation (every other right/left)
- Pair 4, 3 laps with 30-60 s rest in-between the sets exercises
>>> 5 reps dumbbell press
>>> 20 reps superman (back exercise)
- Pair 5, 3 laps with 30-60 s rest in-between the sets exercises
>>> 5 reps TRX rows (or use a table)
>>> 20 reps lunges

Ski walking/
ski bounding

90

85-95
percent

THE CLASSIC HILL
- 20 min warm-up
- 6-8 times 3-5 minutes (aim for a total of 30 min of interval time uphill) where you walk up the hill
with poles at a good pace. Get down to the starting point by an easy jog or walk. If you don't have
any long hills in the area, you can jog with your poles on a flat section for a couple of minutes
before you hit the uphill.
- 10 min cool-down

Rollerskiing

90

60-75
percent

EASY CLASSICS
Easy classic skiing. Don't just double pole. Use striding and double pole kick as well.
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VASALOPPET/ÖPPET SPÅR (4-8 hours of training per week)

Week 44
Nov 1-7

Double poling
machine

Strength

Hours/
week
6,25

Intenity

A WEEK WITH MORE WORKOUTS ON THE DOUBLE POLING MACHINE

75

85-95
percent

45 MIN I RAD
- 10 min warm-up on resistance 1-4
- 45 min steady at a good pace on resistance 5. Shoot for 55-60 in frequency. Pace: 8 s slower
per 500 m compared to your yearbest pace at 5000 m. Note well: Not faster than that.
- 20 min cool-down on resistance 1

45

THE TRICEPS WORKOUT
5-10 minutes warm-up, such as easy running, rowing machine, DP machine or skipping rope.
2 min rest in-between each set and exercise. The aim is to give triceps a ride. It is a small
muscles and it is useful in skiing, even though you want to use you core muscles as much as
Not
possible while double poling.
applicable - 3*15 reps bardips (or on a bench)
- 3*30 reps dumbbell double poling
- 3*30 reps triceps press
- 3*30 reps dumbbell press.

Double poling
machine

75

85-95
percent

RESISTANCE 1 VS 10
- 10 min warm-up on resistance 1-4
- 10 times 4 min with 1 min rest in-between the intervals.
Interval 1, 3, 5, 7 and 9 on resistance 1
Interval 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 on resistance 10
Pace: 5 s slower per 500 m compared to your yearbest pace at 5000 m.
- 15 min cool-down on resistance 1
How does the heart rate differ from the different resistances?

Rollerskiing

120

60-75
percent

EASY CLASSICS
Easy classic skiing. Don't just double pole. Use striding and double pole kick as well.

85-95
percent

THE DOUBLE COUNTDOWN
- 10 min warm-up on resistance 1-4
- 5, 4, 3, 2, 1, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1 min with 1 min rest in-between each interval.
Pace: The length of the interval in minutes decides the number of seconds slower per 500 m
compared to your yearbest pace at 5000 m.
- 10 min cool-down on resistance 1

Double poling
machine

60
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VASALOPPET/ÖPPET SPÅR (4-8 hours of training per week)

Week 45
Nov 8-14

Hours/
week
7,75

Intenity

Workout

Rollerskiing

90

60-75
percent

EASY CLASSICS
Easy classic skiing. Don't just double pole. Use striding and double pole kick as well.

Double poling
machine

75

85-95
percent

RESISTANCE 1 VS 10
- 10 min warm-up on resistance 1-4
- 10 times 4 min with 1 min rest in-between the intervals.
Interval 1, 3, 5, 7 and 9 on resistance 1
Interval 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 on resistance 10
Pace: 5 s slower per 500 m compared to your yearbest pace at 5000 m.
- 15 min cool-down on resistance 1
How does the heart rate differ from the different resistances?

Rollerskiing

90

60-75
percent

EASY CLASSICS
Easy classic skiing. Don't just double pole. Use striding and double pole kick as well.

Running

30

60-80
percent

STANDARD RUNNING
Easy running in the forest. Paths, gravelroads etc. Try to keep the cadence around 170-175. It is
okay if the heart goes up a little bit in the uphills.

75-90
percent

FALL OF THE 13 ORIGINAL
In the fall 2013 I added a recurrent workout that probably helped me to have a great season (for
me at least, with a 25th place in Vasaloppet) despite I trained a lot less compared to my
opponents. This workout has also helped my clients over the years. It is a physically and mentally
tough workout that will get you prepared for the long distance races. Go hard and don't forget
sports drink.
- 90 min easy
- 75 min with an intensity that corresponds to a 42 K race
- 10 min full speed (note that your muscles might be so tired that your heart rate doesn't raise)
- 5 min cool-down

Rollerskiing

180
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